Senior Living | enhancing lives through technology

Solutions to help build the foundation for competitive
advantage and market differentiation.

Senior executives, directors and operations managers are thrilled
with the return on investment.
Benefits for today with tomorrow’s technology
For over 67 years Floyd Total Security has been protecting people and their
assets. We’ve partnered with SALTO Systems, a global leader in smartcard controlled devices to expand our services within the
Health Care market to include Senior Living communities. MultiPASS-iD smart technology builds a foundation starting at the
resident door to reduce cost and lower risk across many applications.

Increased Satisfaction
Resident and family satisfaction increases due to the greater sense of
security and ease of use. No longer do residents with an unsteady
hand have to fight with putting a key into a lock while holding a bag,
cane, or a walker. Employee satisfaction increases with the knowledge
they are protected from the emotional stress of finger pointing and
false claims of wrong doing.

Revenue Generation
In today’s competitive market executives like the fact they are able to
leverage existing dollars they have invested in marketing and
differentiating individual properties. They can show additional
dimensions on why they are the best choice and why they are also worth the premium price.

Lowering Operating Costs
Not only are organizations able to leverage existing investments to differentiate their properties, they are able to compete on
the operating cost side of the equation by reducing direct labor rates that have an endless escalation built in.
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Needs within senior living communities are expanding and increasing in complexity. Flexible
solutions are crucial. Inexpensive traditional mechanical keys and stand alone electronic locks are
unable to offer the required level of functionality to meet the changing requirements for resident,
staff and back of house operations. Traditional wired access control systems are disruptive to install
and cost prohibitive. MultiPASS-iD’s smartcard technology offers the opportunity to provide full
access control features at an affordable investment.

Credentials
multiPASS-iD leverages a multiple use, high frequency RFID credential available in several form
factors that can assist with many applications within an organization. Applications include employee
time & attendance, cashless point of sale (POS), secure computer login, service delivery record
keeping and many more.

Commitment to Excellence
Our expertise with mechanical locking hardware coupled with today’s advanced
integrated systems, uniquely position us to tailor the most advanced and creative
solutions specifically to your needs. SALTO Systems was established in 2001 with
the objective of creating a new advanced state-of-the-art access control concept.
At multiPASS-iD we pride ourselves on our ability to implement what is necessary,
not what is available for sale.
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